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[1] Earthquake scarps associated with recent historical events have been found on the floor of the Sea of
Marmara, along the North Anatolian Fault (NAF). The MARMARASCARPS cruise using an unmanned
submersible (ROV) provides direct observations to study the fine-scale morphology and geology of those
scarps, their distribution, and geometry. The observations are consistent with the diversity of fault
mechanisms and the fault segmentation within the north Marmara extensional step-over, between the
strike-slip Ganos and Izmit faults. Smaller strike-slip segments and pull-apart basins alternate within the
main step-over, commonly combining strike-slip and extension. Rapid sedimentation rates of 1–3 mm/yr
appear to compete with normal faulting components of up to 6 mm/yr at the pull-apart margins. In spite of
the fast sedimentation rates the submarine scarps are preserved and accumulate relief. Sets of youthful
earthquake scarps extend offshore from the Ganos and Izmit faults on land into the Sea of Marmara. Our
observations suggest that they correspond to the submarine ruptures of the 1999 Izmit (Mw 7.4) and the
1912 Ganos (Ms 7.4) earthquakes. While the 1999 rupture ends at the immediate eastern entrance of
the extensional Cinarcik Basin, the 1912 rupture appears to have crossed the Ganos restraining bend into
the Sea of Marmara floor for 60 km with a right-lateral slip of 5 m, ending in the Central Basin step-over.
From the Gulf of Saros to Marmara the total 1912 rupture length is probably about 140 km, not 50 km as
previously thought. The direct observations of submarine scarps in Marmara are critical to defining barriers
that have arrested past earthquakes as well as defining a possible segmentation of the contemporary state of
loading. Incorporating the submarine scarp evidence modifies substantially our understanding of the
current state of loading along the NAF next to Istanbul. Coulomb stress modeling shows a zone of
maximum loading with at least 4–5 m of slip deficit encompassing the strike-slip segment 70 km long
between the Cinarcik and Central Basins. That segment alone would be capable of generating a large-
magnitude earthquake (Mw 7.2). Other segments in Marmara appear less loaded.
Components: 15,506 words, 12 figures, 1 video.
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1. Introduction
[2] The North Anatolian Fault (NAF) has almost
entirely ruptured during a series of large destruc-
tive earthquakes in the past century. The sequence
propagated 800 km westward between 1939 and
1999; an observation that has stimulated funda-
mental studies of fault interaction mechanics, stress
transfer and earthquake rupture processes [Toksoz
et al., 1979; Stein et al., 1997; Nalbant et al., 1998;
Hubert-Ferrari et al., 2000; Parsons et al., 2000].
Assessment of seismic hazard in the city of Istan-
bul, which is located near the western tip of the
propagating sequence, is no independent issue. A
uniform right-lateral strike-slip motion parallel to
the Anatolia/Eurasia plate boundary may have
facilitated the westward progression of earthquake
ruptures along most of the eastern and central NAF.
However, the Sea of Marmara region located
westward appears as a major transtensional step-
over of the NAF dominated by pull-apart tectonics
and slip partitioning at a range of scales [Armijo et
al., 1999, 2002; Flerit et al., 2003] (Figure 1). It is
thus probable that crustal scale extensional strains
and significant normal faulting add complexity to
earthquake generation in the Marmara region. The
study of the geomorphology of active faults on
land appears worldwide as a good approach to
unravel fault bends, slip partitioning and possible
mechanical interactions between fault segments.
Methods in tectonic morphology have greatly ad-
vanced over the last 25 years aided by satellite
imagery, digital topography and modern techniques
for dating, which allow quantitative measures [e.g.,
Wallace, 1981; Hanks et al., 1984; Armijo et al.,
1986, 1989; Peltzer et al., 1988; Avouac et
al., 1993; Wesnousky and Jones, 1994; Meyer et
al., 1998; Hubert-Ferrari et al., 2002; Van der
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Woerd et al., 2002a; Ritz et al., 2003; Me´riaux et
al., 2004]. Here we adapt a similar approach for the
submarine faults. The MARMARASCARPS cruise
performed in 2002 collected high-resolution data
to characterize the submarine morphology. These
include microbathymetry, photo/video imagery
and sediment sampling acquired with a ROV
(Remotely Operated Vehicle), as well as coring
and 3.5 kHz profiling with systematic coverage of
the most prominent fault scarps in the northern Sea
of Marmara. Together with data collected on other
recent cruises we examine the morphology of
submarine fault scarps and the shallow subbottom
stratigraphy. Our aim is to characterize young
earthquake ruptures and the morphological evolu-
tion of scarps, seeking to unravel first-order fault
segmentation and significant geometrical barriers
to rupture propagation. Some submarine breaks can
be correlated with recent events or older historical
earthquakes. Possible scenarios for the future earth-
quakes can be evaluated. One important question is
to determine the present-day distribution of loading
on the submarine segments in the northern Sea of
Marmara and hence assess the nature of future
events threatening Istanbul. We address this prob-
lem by describing the rupture length and possible
slip distribution associated with recent earthquakes
recorded by particularly well-preserved submarine
scarps.
2. Tectonic Setting, Previous Work, and
the New Data
2.1. Seismotectonic Background
[3] The Sea of Marmara is among the clearest
examples of pull-apart basins in the world [Armijo
et al., 2002]. Here we focus on the Northern
Branch of the NAF, which steps northwestward
before entering the Aegean and which appears to
concentrate most of the plate motion [Straub et al.,
1997; Armijo et al., 1999; McClusky et al., 2000;
Flerit et al., 2003]. The North Marmara basin is
located by the conspicuous 70-km-wide step-over
between two strike-slip faults, well-known on land,
which have ruptured with purely right-lateral mo-
tion during recent earthquakes, both with similar
magnitude (M 7.4) and clear surface rupture. One
is the 1912 Ganos earthquake that ruptured the
Dardanelles region to the west of the Marmara Sea;
the second is the Izmit earthquake that ruptured
in 1999 east of the Marmara Sea (Figure 1)
[Ambraseys and Finkel, 1987; Barka et al.,
2002]. Long-term slip on the Izmit and Ganos
faults puts the northern Marmara basin under an
extensional regime that has caused significant over-
all subsidence [Armijo et al., 2002; Hirn et al.,
2003; Muller and Aydin, 2005]. Short-term GPS-
based models incorporating slip partitioning in the
Sea of Marmara predict a right-lateral slip rate of
about 18–20 mm/yr and extension of 8 mm/yr
across the northern Marmara basin [Flerit et al.,
2003; Armijo et al., 2003]. At a smaller scale the
oblique fault system within the northern Marmara
step-over is formed by smaller steps bounding three
deep basins with lozenge shape and active subsi-
dence that is stronger than in the rest of Marmara
(depth 1200 m: Tekirdag, Central and Cinarcik
Basins) [Barka and Kadinsky-Cade, 1988; Wong et
al., 1995; Armijo et al., 2002; Okay et al., 1999,
2000; Hirn et al., 2003; Carton, 2003].
[4] Not all authors subscribe the foregoing descrip-
tion. One class of alternative tectonic interpreta-
tions emphasizes that the extension in Marmara is
associated with the widespread extension in the
Aegean not with the localized pull-apart stretching
[e.g., Parke et al., 2002]. The new observations
however do not support such views. The geology,
the morphology and the GPS results at the regional
scale exclude substantial Aegean extension as play-
Figure 1. The Sea of Marmara pull-apart and the submarine breaks found with ROV Victor 6000 (map redrawn
from Armijo et al. [2002]). The NAF splays into a main northern branch (N) and a southern branch (S) that bypasses
the pull-apart and accommodates much less motion. The North Marmara Basin is located by the step-over between
the strike-slip Ganos and Izmit faults. The boxed area including the North Marmara Basin is enlarged in Figure 2,
where names of smaller basins and step-overs are defined. Recent earthquake breaks and fault plane solutions of large
earthquakes are outlined (fault plane solution for the 18 September 1963 event from Taymaz et al. [1991]; those for
the 1999 events are from the USGS catalog). Submarine breaks found during the MARMARASCARPS cruise appear
associated with recent historical earthquake ruptures (outlined with colors and labeled by date of occurrence): (1) the
eastern extension of the 1912 (Ms 7.4) Ganos earthquake; (2) the western end of the 1999 (Mw 7.4) Izmit earthquake;
(3) the 1963 (Ms 6.4) Yalova earthquake; (4) the 1894 (M7) Cinarcik earthquake. However, no young break was
found between the Central Basin and the Cinarcik Basin (names labeled in Figure 2). Geologic markers (dashed blue)
are those used for restoring slip in Marmara as discussed by Armijo et al. [1999]. The inset shows the tectonic
framework. NAF, North Anatolian Fault; EAF, East Anatolian fault; DSF, Dead Sea Fault; NAT, North Aegean
Trough. GPS velocity vectors (in red, referenced to a fixed Eurasia) from McClusky et al. [2000].
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ing a significant role in the finite deformation of
the Marmara Sea region [Armijo et al., 2002; Flerit
et al., 2003, 2004].
[5] Another class of interpretations dismisses cur-
rently active extension, proposing alternatively
pure strike-slip on a single throughgoing fault
across Marmara [e.g., Le Pichon et al., 2001,
2003]. Different geometries with increasing com-
plexity have been offered successively for this
hypothetical fault [Le Pichon et al., 1999, 2000,
2001; Imren et al., 2001]. It has also been claimed
that the strike-slip faulting would have crossed the
region recently (200 ka), coevally with a major
tectonic reorganization in the Sea of Marmara, due
to a very young inception of the NAF. Hence
motion on the NAF in this region should have
produced only minor total offset (4 km of right-
lateral offset) [Le Pichon et al., 2003; Demirbag et
al., 2003; Rangin et al., 2004; Sengo¨r et al., 2004].
The growing body of evidence gives little support
to these views. First, large right-lateral offsets
across purely strike-slip segments of the NAF are
well identified on land on both sides of the Sea of
Marmara pull-apart [Armijo et al., 1999, 2000].
Offsets of geological structures and morphologic
markers amount to tens of kilometers (totaling
85 km ± 10 km), which must have taken no less
than 4–5 Myr to form [Westaway, 1994; Schindler,
1998; Armijo et al., 1999, 2002]. Second, recent
studies of the structure in the northern Marmara
basin using independent approaches (fault mapping
from bathymetry [Armijo et al., 2002], high-reso-
lution multichannel seismic reflection profiles with
dense coverage [Hirn et al., 2003; Carton, 2003]
and mechanical modeling [Muller and Aydin,
2005] show consistently that steady subsidence,
fault segmentation and development of pull-apart
basins have been the prevalent processes for 1 Myr
or more, with no significant tectonic change during
that time period. Studies of active fault morphology
and geology in the Gulf of Saros, the Gulf of
Izmit and the Ganos region are also consistent
with the simple pull-apart evolution in Marmara
[McNeill et al., 2004; Polonia et al., 2004; Seeber et
al., 2004].
[6] In keeping with the interpretation of the pure
strike-slip fault proposed by Le Pichon et al.
[1999], Meade et al. [2002] and Le Pichon et al.
[2003] deduce kinematic models defining a rigid
‘‘Marmara block.’’ While producing a good fit to
GPS vectors those models appear kinematically
inappropriate because the pure strike-slip motion
they obtain within the extensional Marmara step-
over produces a large compression across the
strike-slip Izmit fault (up to 5–6 mm/yr), which
is inconsistent with the well-known motion of that
fault and with the best constrained earthquake
mechanism available for the region (1999 Izmit
earthquake; Mw 7.4). Clearly the GPS data alone
do not provide a definite test. It has been shown
that models producing a good fit to the GPS
vectors, but also incorporating clear kinematic
constraints in the Marmara region require pull-
apart extension and slip partitioning [Flerit et al.,
2003].
[7] The single throughgoing fault hypothesis has
also been used to predict full rupture of the north
Marmara submarine fault system during a future
large earthquake [Le Pichon et al., 1999, 2000,
2003; Sengo¨r et al., 2004]. We deal with this
critical issue later.
[8] A simple observation is that the 1912 Ganos
and the 1999 Izmit earthquakes bracket a 160-km-
long stretch of interconnected submarine fault
segments stepping across the northern Marmara
step-over, combining normal and right-lateral
motion [Armijo et al., 2002]. It has previously
been assumed that this submarine stretch has not
ruptured during the 20th century (Figure 1) and so
probably tectonic loading in the north Marmara
region would be uniformly high [Hubert-Ferrari et
al., 2000]. However, the ruptures of the 1912 and
1999 earthquakes were both seen to extend into the
Sea of Marmara. For the Izmit earthquake its
submarine western end is reasonably well resolved
with space geodesy, especially the SAR interfer-
ometry, which documents the far-field surface
deformation in the land areas surrounding the Gulf
of Izmit. The rupture appears to have propagated
no more than 30 km west of the Hersek peninsula
into the Sea of Marmara (Figure 1) with slip
tapering from 2 m to zero [C¸akir et al., 2003].
For the 1912 Ganos earthquake the direct observa-
tions of the rupture on land are reported mainly by
Mihailovich [1927]. Later revisions [Ambraseys
and Finkel, 1987; Altunel et al., 2004] using
damage distribution and field observations suggest
that the rupture propagated well into the Sea of
Marmara, although with unknown extent. Indeed, it
has been proposed that large historical earthquakes
(1509, 1719, May 1766, August 1766, 1894) rup-
tured totally or partially segments under the north-
ern Sea of Marmara [Ambraseys and Finkel, 1991,
1995; Ambraseys and Jackson, 2000; Parsons,
2004; Rockwell et al., 2001]. Tangible evidence of
their submarine rupture geometry and location
Geochemistry
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however is lacking. It is also generally assumed that
the 18th century sequence ruptured entirely this part
of the NAF and so tectonic loading has been
accumulating since then, unrelieved by significant
rupture in the north Marmara basin [Hubert-Ferrari
et al., 2000; Parsons et al., 2000; Le Pichon et
al., 2003; Parsons, 2004]. This view has been
questioned by Ambraseys and Jackson [2000],
who reassessed possible locations of the large
historical earthquakes and suggest a much longer
quiescence in central and western Marmara. Our
direct observations of the Sea of Marmara floor
allow us to address some of these issues, especially
the extent of submarine rupture in 1912.
2.2. MARMARASCARPS Cruise Data:
Key Results
[9] During the MARMARASCARPS cruise the
unmanned submersible ROV Victor 6000 and
the oceanographic vessel Atalante were used in
September-October 2002 to perform a high-
resolution, high-precision bathymetric survey
(microbathymetry) of the main submarine faults
in the northern Sea of Marmara. The ROV was
operated with a Seabat 8101 multibeam sounder
to survey faults over a total length of about
300 km with an average horizontal resolution of
0.5 m and a vertical accuracy of 10 cm, using a
high-precision submarine navigation system (less
than 10 m of uncertainty) based on a DGPS
positioning of the vessel. Exploration at low
altitude over the sea bottom (2 m) was made in
specific sites to make direct visual observations
of the fault breaks. The ROV landed to sample
35-cm-long cores into the disturbed sediment in the
immediate vicinity of scarps. Samples of authigenic
carbonate crusts where also collected near cold
seeps and vents found often associated with the
scarps. Appropriate projectors and photo/video
cameras were used extensively (key areas are
shown in a video supplement that is available as
auxiliarymaterial)1. To characterize the stratigraphic
environment and the sedimentary evolution of the
deep Marmara basins, an extensive survey totaling
600 km of profiles with a 3.5 kHz sediment
penetrator across the main deep basins (Tekirdag
Basin, Central Basin and Cinarcik Basin) was
undertaken. A complementary sampling of the
seafloor sedimentary cover close to the faults with
a 5-m-long gravity corer was also performed.
[10] For the present study we use complementary
data from other cruises led by a French-Turkish
collaboration program (Program on the study of
seismic hazard in Istanbul and Sea of Marmara
region). These include (1) a full coverage of the
north Marmara basin with EM300 multibeam ba-
thymetry (30 m resolution) and side-scan imagery
from cruise MARMARA (performed in 2000), and
(2) results from long sediment cores (35 m long)
and calibrated 14C ages of wood fragments from
cruise MARMACORE (performed in 2001).
[11] During the MARMARASCARPS cruise clear
morphologic evidence of recent faulting activity
was found along several segments of the northern
Marmara fault system. Along some of the faults,
fine, outstandingly well-preserved scarps were dis-
covered, probably associated with recent earth-
quake breaks. The key results are identified in
Figure 1: (1) An outstanding break extends off-
shore eastward of the Ganos fault, between that
fault and the Central Basin. (2) A very fresh break
is seen where the Izmit fault enters westward into
the Cinarcik Basin. It corresponds very probably
to the underwater extension of the 1999 Izmit
earthquake rupture [C¸akir et al., 2003; Wright
et al., 2001; Reilinger et al., 2000; Feigl et al.,
2002; Karabulut et al., 2002]. (3) Small fresh
breaks cut along the NE edge of the Cinarcik Basin
over several kilometers. They can be associated
tentatively with the Ms 6.4 1963 earthquake
[Ambraseys, 1988; Taymaz et al., 1991]. (4) The
fault scarp at the SW edge of the Cinarcik Basin
corresponds to a sharp, steep contact between
bedrock and young sediments. It is seemingly the
most likely candidate for the M7 1894 earth-
quake rupture [Parsons, 2004]. (5) No young break
could be detected between the Central Basin and
the Cinarcik Basin.
[12] In the following sections we present and
discuss selections of the microbathymetry and of
the 3.5 kHz profiles, aimed at focusing on the set
of earthquake scarps found in western Marmara
(Figure 2) (A full description and discussion of the
data (microbathymetry, 3.5 kHz profiles and cores),
particularly on the other scarps found during the
MARMARASCARPS cruise, will be purpose of
future papers by N. Pondard, G. Ucarkus, B.
Mercier de Le´pinay, and S. Schmidt)). Those
scarps are covered systematically, almost continu-
ously with the high-resolution data. They cross
three local tectonic environments (transtension,
1Supporting material is available via Web browser or via
Anonymous FTP from ftp://ftp.agu.org/apend/’’ (Username = ‘‘anony-
mous’’, Password = ‘‘guest’’). Subdirectories in the ftp site are
arranged by journal and paper number. Information on searching and
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nearly pure strike-slip and transpression) where
different morphologic features have formed. The
selected sites are described following that logic
(from the Central Basin to the Western High and
the eastern Tekirdag Basin, then the western Tekir-
dag Basin), which is simply to proceed from east to
west. Similar to elsewhere on land, the submarine
scarp morphology in Marmara develops as a result
of accumulation of earthquake slip during the late
Quaternary, with the recent, readily visible earth-
quake scarps corresponding to the last increments.
Consequently the earthquake scarps are described
along with their combined morphologic/geologic
context.
3. Submarine Scarps in NW Marmara
3.1. Morphology and Geology of the
Central Basin Pull-Apart: Rates of
Sedimentation and Normal Faulting
[13] The Central Basin (Figure 2) appears as a clear
nested pull-apart structure with rift-in-rift cross
section, which is seen both in its morphologic
expression [Armijo et al., 2002] and in its deep
structure as determined by well-resolved seismic
sections [Hirn et al., 2003].
[14] In map view (Figure 2), the edges of the
outer pull-apart are marked by large boundary
faults striking NW-SE at the base of 1-km-high
escarpments, which appear eroded and drained by
submarine valleys. These faults embrace the flat
floor of the Central Basin where sediments accu-
mulate. The map (Figure 2) also shows the inner
pull-apart with typical lozenge shape between two
strike-slip segments (to the E and W), which is
bounded (to the NE and SW) by sharp normal
fault scarps that offset the flat bottom of the basin.
The larger normal fault scarps across the bottom
strike mostly NW-SE and are formed by series of
smaller (1- to 3-km-long) left-stepping, en eche-
lon segments, which attest to the nonetheless
dominant, right-lateral motion across the overall
fault zone. In cross section (Figure 3), the struc-
ture of the 7-km-wide inner pull-apart can be
appreciated; the lower inner floor appears flanked
by the inner boundary faults and across them, by
somewhat higher, flat shoulders.
[15] The subsidence of the inner floor and the
sediment distribution are both controlled by con-
tinuing activity of the inner boundary faults. That
dependence is readily seen in the profiles obtained
with the 3.5 kHz sediment penetrator, which illu-
minates and resolves with good accuracy the struc-
ture down to 70 ms, or 50 m depth below the
seafloor (Figure 3). The 3.5 kHz profile shown is
correlated with cores 31 and 29, which provide the
complete record of pelagic and turbiditic sediments
deposited from the late Pleistocene to the present
[Mercier de Le´pinay et al., 2003; Beck et al.,
2003]. In the Sea of Marmara the late Pleisto-
cene-Holocene transition includes the effects of
the global postglacial sea level rise. A lacustrine
environment isolated from both the Black Sea and
the Aegean prevailed during the late Pleistocene
glacial low sea level. This stage is followed by a
sharp marine transgression [C¸agatay et al., 2000,
2003; Mercier de Le´pinay et al., 2003; Polonia et
al., 2004]. The cores in the Central Basin and the
correlation in Figure 3 establish that this marine
transgression has occurred after 14 ka. About
35 m of marine sediments have accumulated since
the transgression over the inner floor of the Central
Basin and only 10 m over its SW shoulder (south
of the boundary fault), at minimum average sedi-
mentation rates of 2.5 mm/yr and 0.7 mm/yr,
respectively. A similar feature with less offset is
seen at the NE edge of the inner floor (Figures 2
and 3). Thus sedimentation rates found in the deep
bottom of the Central Basin (and in the other deep
basins of Marmara; see Mercier de Le´pinay et al.
[2003]) are substantially faster than sedimentation
rates previously found in shallower parts of the
Marmara basin (0.3–0.5 mm/yr in the shallow
shelves at depths 100 m; 0.1–0.2 mm/yr at
intermediate depths of 300–700 m [C¸agatay et
al., 2000]).
[16] The differences in sediment thickness in the
floor of the Central Basin are sharp. They must be
accounted for by vertical motion across faults with
large normal component, especially across the
larger inner boundary faults, which have significant
continuity in map view (Figure 2). Stratigraphic
offsets indicate that these larger faults are very
active (2–6 mm/yr throw rate) and that they have
created sharp scarps in the bathymetry. Conversely,
Figure 2. Bathymetry and active faults in the North Marmara Basin. Top panel identifies local names. Cores 29 and
31 are located within and south of the inner pull-apart in the Central Basin. Bottom panel (redrawn from Armijo et al.
[2002]) identifies the trace of active faults with color outlines and dates indicating recent earthquake breaks. Small red
boxes and numbers locate detailed observations of seafloor breaks described in the text and the following figures. The
line across the Central Basin locates the section in Figure 3.
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smaller secondary faults with less continuity in
map view have less stratigraphic offset, less or
none morphologic expression and thus appear less
active (1 mm/yr throw rate). So vertical motion
associated with normal faulting and sediment ac-
cumulation are the basic competing processes
explaining both the late Pleistocene-Holocene
stratigraphic variations and the morphology of the
Central Basin floor.
[17] The foregoing geological and morphological
observations suggest that the fast normal fault
throw rates induce fast subsidence and sedimenta-
tion rates in the deep basins of Marmara. Those
rates are both particularly fast, consistent with the
high rates of strike slip and pull-apart extension
deduced for the north Marmara fault system at
larger scale [Straub et al., 1997; Armijo et al.,
2002; Flerit et al., 2003, 2004; Muller and Aydin,
2005].
3.2. Origin of Submarine Scarps and the
Glacial-Interglacial Transition
[18] The growth of the submarine scarps under
competing normal faulting and sedimentation pro-
cesses is important to understand the submarine
scarp preservation. It is clear that offsets of the late
Pleistocene-Holocene stratigraphy increase with
depth for any of the faults seen in the 3.5 kHz
profiles (Figure 3), but the two inner boundary
faults are well identified in multichannel seismic
profiles to depths of some kilometers (3–5 sec or
about 3–5 km), with significant offsets across them
(hundreds of meters) [Imren et al., 2001; Hirn et
al., 2003]. This suggests that these faults are long-
lived structures that are much older than the recent
sediments seen in Figure 3. This implies that the
height of the scarps across the seafloor is modest
when compared with the duration of the faulting.
However, as the recent pile of sediments was
deposited, the scarps were systematically growing
higher, suggesting that at some ‘‘origin’’ time in the
past, rapid sedimentation filled in a faulted mor-
phology to produce a more recent ‘‘initial’’ surface.
Some balance between competing normal faulting
and sediment accumulation must determine the
initial surface and the origin time for this process.
Thus scarp-forming processes under submarine
conditions appear similar to scarp-forming processes
on land, where abrupt changes in morphologic rates
and climatic changes are intimately tied together.
This link has been well established in diverse
continental environments, particularly for active
fault scarps that have formed since the last degla-
ciation and after the setting-up of the present
interglacial conditions (i.e., the Holocene [e.g.,
Armijo et al., 1986, 1989, 1991, 1992; Peltzer et
al., 1988; Meyer et al., 1998; Van der Woerd et al.,
2001, 2002b; Benedetti et al., 2002, 2003]).
[19] Our observations in the Sea of Marmara sug-
gest that the young submarine scarps like those
atop the boundary faults of the central pull-apart
formed after a period of very rapid sedimentation
during deglaciation (sedimentation rate 5 mm/yr),
which included thick catastrophic events (homog-
enites; see Beck et al. [2003]). The rapid sedimen-
tation has probably concealed previous tectonic
topography and leveled the Central Basin seafloor
to a flat surface. After that initial stage of leveling,
the marine transgression and the interglacial con-
ditions have diminished sedimentation rates (to the
present-day ones). These new conditions with
average sedimentation rates lower than vertical slip
rates are favorable for earthquake scarps to emerge
from sediments and to remain un-submerged by
subsequent sedimentation before the next earth-
quake slip has occurred. In this way scarps asso-
ciated with the faster faults can progressively
accumulate topography with subsequent earth-
quake faulting and with time. Figure 3 shows
examples of faults with different slip rate and so,
with different capacity to form scarps.
3.3. Relation Between Cumulative and
Individual Normal-Fault Scarps in the
Central Basin: Slip Contributed by
the Last Scarp-Forming Event
[20] A cumulative scarp 50 m high has formed at
the SW boundary fault of the inner pull-apart,
where the late Pleistocene-Holocene sediment pile
is exposed to erosion (box in Figure 3, middle
panel, Figures 4 and 5a). Figures 4a and 4b show
the one-to-one correspondence of small-scale mor-
phologic features mapped with multibeam micro-
bathymetry and seen on the side-scan sonar image.
Figure 3. Section across Central Basin. Upper Pleistocene and Holocene sedimentary pile as defined by the high-
resolution 3.5 kHz profile (top two panels; data without and with interpretation) and enlarged core logs (bottom
panel; cores 31 and 29 from MARMACORE cruise, 26 and 37 m long, respectively) with sediment description and
14C calibrated age constraints (dated wood fragments). Faults with normal slip at edges of inner pull-apart are readily
seen. The box in the middle panel locates Figure 4c.
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The two images reveal the fine details of the
cumulative scarp including secondary branches,
echelons, horse-tail terminations, etc., comparable
to active trans-tensional fault scarps commonly
observed on land, under prevailing erosional con-
ditions. Slope-degrading processes such as gravity
collapse, sliding, talus creep and overall sediment
transport appear to prevail over sediment deposi-
tion across the whole 50-m-high cumulative scarp
(over a width of about 100 m; Figure 4c). Such
conditions can be readily appreciated in the sea-
bottom pictures (Figure 5).
[21] The most striking feature defined in both the
side-scan sonar and the microbathymetry is the
occurrence of small-scale, sharp, steep scarps that
lacerate the larger cumulative scarp (Figures 4a,
4b, and 5). The small-scale scarps (called hereafter
individual scarps) cut obliquely across the slopes
of the cumulative scarps, with a finer en echelon
branching structure. The steepness and the sharp-
ness of the individual scarps suggest that they
correspond to the latest scarp-forming increments.
Those steep increments are also seen directly in the
imagery taken at the sea bottom (see Figure 5b).
The individual scarps seen in the Central Basin
appear comparable to recent earthquake scarps
observed elsewhere on land. Some striking simi-
larities can be appreciated in Figure 6.
[22] Nevertheless it is difficult to discern strictly
the amount of slip associated with the last scarp-
forming event only. An ‘‘individual’’ scarp could
result from more than one event. Closer examina-
tion of microbathymetry profiles across individual
scarps and of the direct bottom imagery allows us
to estimate, within error, the slip attributable to the
last scarp-forming event. Three individual en ech-
elon scarps (marked with arrows labeled s1, s2 and
s3 in the side-scan sonar image, Figure 4b) can be
appreciated as slope breaks over three secondary
faults in the microbathymetry profile and the
interpreted section (Figure 4c). The enlargement
of the microbathymetry data shows that scarp s2 is
about 1–2 m high (Figure 4d) with a free face that
occupies a large part of it. This feature is seen in
the photo imagery of this scarp (s2) and other
correlatable scarps (Figures 5b, 5c, and 5d). Thus
the last scarp-forming event at s2 appears to have
contributed an incremental throw of 1–2 m. Sim-
ilarly, s3 would have contributed a throw of 0.5–
1 m during the last scarp-forming event.
[23] Free faces are easier to discern and incremen-
tal throws easier to determine for the two upper
individual scarps (s2 and s3), where the slope of
the cumulative scarp is shallower, than for scarp s1
that is located at the very base of the cumulative
scarp, where its slope is steeper. For basal scarp
s1, which is generally the largest of individual
scarps in any section across the SW boundary
fault, the incremental throw corresponding to the
last scarp-forming event could be similar (or
larger) to that determined for scarp s2, but this
assessment remains very uncertain. Indeed it is
difficult to estimate with accuracy the total incre-
mental throw corresponding to the last scarp-
forming event, by summing the contributions
of s1, s2 and s3 along the section presented in
Figure 4c. With caution we estimate for the last
event a total incremental throw of at least 2 m and
possibly not much more than 4 m.
[24] Individual scarps with the same morphologic
characteristics and bearing free faces of similar size
were followed visually with the ROV (video cam-
eras) for many hundred meters along strike, in this
segment and the other segments of the SW bound-
ary fault. The microbathymetry survey and the
side-scan data suggest this set of incremental
scarps with significant normal slip is continuous
all along the whole SW boundary fault of the
inner pull-apart, for a total length of about 8 km
(Figure 2). We deduce that the SW boundary fault
has ruptured entirely during this event possibly
with an average throw of no less than 2–4 m. No
Figure 4. Morphology of a fault segment in the Central Basin. The 1.5-km-long segment shown has significant
normal component of slip. It is one of the north-dipping segments forming the left-stepping en echelon fault system at
the SW edge of the inner pull-apart (Figures 2 and 3). (a) Bathymetry. The map combines background EM300 data
(30 m resolution, 1 m vertical accuracy) with microbathymetry (white outline) collected near bottom with Seabat
8101 mounted on ROV Victor 6000 (0.5 m resolution, 0.1 m vertical accuracy). Contours every 1 m. Black and
smaller red crosses indicate profile location. (b) Side-scan sonar image. Profile location is indicated for comparison.
Arrowed s1, s2, and s3 identify individual scarps. (c) Section constructed with combined bathymetry and stratigraphy
(3.5 kHz and core data; colors as in Figure 3). The ROV microbathymetry data (small red crosses) resolves details of
the scarp morphology (not resolved with the background bathymetry; black crosses). The 50-m-high cumulative
scarp is formed of 3 steps, which are marked by individual scarps (s1, s2, and s3; identified in the side-scan sonar
image). Stratigraphy is not resolved in fault blocks between s1 and s2. (d) Enlargement of individual scarp s2. The
1- to 2-m-high free face corresponds to the last fault rupture. Stratigraphy is schematic. No vertical exaggeration.
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lateral slip can be measured from the morphology
of scarps, although the orientation of the overall en
echelon structure requires a significant component
of right-lateral slip, possibly of the same order as
the normal throw.
3.4. Strike-Slip Scarps and Last Event Slip
Determined Across the Western High
[25] A very linear 20-km-long strike-slip fault
segment links the inner SW boundary fault of the
Central Basin inner pull-apart with the fault at the
southern edge of the Tekirdag Basin (Figure 2).
The extracts of the microbathymetry and of the
side-scan sonar imagery in Figure 7 cover the
shallowest area crossed by the fault, at about
650–670 m depth. As for the Central Basin, the
two data sets show a one-to-one correspondence of
the fine-scale features defining the young fault
scarps. At this smaller scale the fault trace is still
very linear, but with a slight sinuosity apparently
associated with the smaller-scale segmentation.
Pressure ridges and pull-apart ponds alternate at
segment ends or at slight fault bends. The dimen-
sions of such features (10–150 m in length; 10–
50 m in width, respectively along and across strike,
associated with several meters of vertical relief)
indicate that they may have resulted from many
events. The microbathymetry also shows that op-
posite north- and south-facing scarps alternate
Figure 5. Sea-bottom pictures of dominantly normal fault scarps in the Central Basin (corresponding to features in
Figure 4). (a) View of cumulative scarp exposing horizontal strata of Holocene and upper Pleistocene age. Total
visible height is 20 m. View to south. (b) Individual scarp (correlatable with s2 in Figure 4) exposes 1- to 2-m-high
free face (last fault rupture) between eroded convex surface at its top and sediment talus at its base. View to SW.
(c) Top of individual scarp (s2) exposes fine-grained, fine-layered, whitish (lacustrine?) strata atop 15-cm-thick
coarser turbidite. Fish (10 cm long) gives scale. View to south. (d) Top of scarp s2 grades downward into steeper free
face exposing normal fault plane possibly with purely dip-slip slickensides (bottom right corner), which suggests slip
partitioning. However, it was not possible for us to determine precisely how strike-slip and normal slip are partitioned
across the SW edge of the inner pull-apart. Visible height of free face is 0.6 m. View to SW.
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along strike, attesting that there is no systematic
vertical offset of the morphology; thus the prevail-
ing motion across the fault is strike-slip.
[26] The most outstanding feature is the continuity
and the linearity of a set of scarps that are in many
places less than 0.5 m high (less than one contour
line in the microbathymetry map; Figure 7). This
set of continuous individual scarps comes into
sight in the microbathymetry as a sharp cut made
into the soft sediments covering the smooth topog-
raphy of the Western High. Visual inspection with
the ROV proved that the small-scale scarps are
mantled with a drape of soft pelagic sediments and
Figure 6. Submarine scarps in the Central Basin compared with similar scarps on land near Eften lake extensional
step-over. (a) Side-scan sonar image (illuminated from the SE) of large en echelon scarps with normal and right-
lateral strike-slip components on the SW boundary fault of the inner Central Basin pull-apart (compare with Figures 4
and 5). (b) Scarps with similar features but substantially smaller near the western termination of the 12 November
1999 Duzce earthquake rupture (Mw 7.2). Individual scarps with free faces 20–50 cm high associated with the Duzce
earthquake lacerate obliquely a cumulative normal fault scarp 4 m high. The inlet providing water to the pool has
been right-laterally offset 1.5 m across individual fault scarp at the very base of the cumulative scarp. Total normal
and strike offsets reached 4 m in 1999 in the Eften area [Akyu¨z et al., 2002].
Figure 7. Morphology of EW-striking, purely strike-slip fault scarps across the Western High. (a) Microbathymetry
(top) and corresponding side-scan sonar image (bottom) show smooth sea-bottom morphology disrupted by a sharp,
continuous break along the linear fault trace (outlined by red arrows). Disruption of morphology occurs at various
scales with opposite north- and south-facing vertical offsets suggesting prevailing strike-slip. Pressure ridges and
pull-apart ponds can be seen (examples identified). Contours each 0.5 m. (b) Enlargement of shallowest area (box in
Figure 7a), where sea-bottom landforms are clearly offset laterally. (c) Restoring offsets of individual scarp requires
6 ± 1 m of right-lateral slip, which could result mostly from rupture of a large earthquake.
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no free face was found. However, the preservation
of the small-scale scarps seen in the microbathy-
metry requires that the sediment drape must be
very thin (10 cm?). For comparison strike-slip
earthquake ruptures on land are generally associ-
ated with ‘‘mole tracks’’ in places where the fault
rupture crosses unconsolidated sediments. Mole
tracks are lines of alternating highs and lows,
pressure ridges and open cracks, with small scarp-
lets facing alternatively the two sides of the fault.
For example the M 7.4 Izmit earthquake produced
(as any other strike-slip earthquake of this size) a
line of mole tracks with alternating topography,
generally not exceeding 50 cm, while producing
consistent right-lateral offsets of man-made
markers reaching 5 m [Barka et al., 2002]. A
10 cm thick drape of sediments would be enough
to conceal most of the free faces formed along the
mole tracks of the Izmit earthquake. Taking a
sediment drape thickness of 10 cm and sedimen-
tation rates ranging between 0.7–2.5 mm/yr the
submarine scarp in Figure 7 would have formed
40–140 years ago. We deduce that the set of
individual small-scale scarps seen with the micro-
bathymetry and the side-scan sonar all across the
Western High correspond to a very recent rupture
comparable to that of the Izmit earthquake.
[27] Closer analysis of the microbathymetry in the
shallowest area of the ‘‘pass’’ on top of the Western
High reveals that the set of individual scarps has
produced a consistent lateral offset of the sea-
bottom landforms (Figure 7b). Restoring the initial
geometry of these smooth landforms requires 6 ±
1 m of right-lateral slip (Figure 7c). Such a large
offset may have been caused by one large event.
The observed offset could also be the result of two
or more successive events. If more than one
earthquake have occurred, then the last one is a
very recent event that has rejuvenated the mor-
phology of the individual scarp seen in the micro-
bathymetry by adding an incremental right-lateral
slip of at least 3 m. We conclude that a recent
large earthquake with 6 m slip (or at least 3 m slip)
has ruptured the entire fault segment (20 km).
3.5. Dominantly Strike-Slip Scarps in the
Southeastern Tekirdag Basin: Cold Seeps,
Vents, Authigenic Carbonates, Slickensides,
and Evidence for the Penultimate Event
[28] The fault system at the southern edge of the
Tekirdag Basin (Figures 1 and 2) has a large
component of normal slip over the long term, as
determined in the seismic sections [Parke et al.,
2002; Okay et al., 2000]. So the normal faulting
component appears controlling the subsidence,
much like the other deep basins in Marmara
(Cinarcik and Central Basins). However, the mor-
phologic trace of this fault system can be mapped
in continuity with the strike-slip fault that crosses
the Western High to the east, described earlier (see
Figure 2). To the west the same fault system
becomes more sinuous and finally veers southwest-
ward into a complex zone of branching with the
Ganos fault, which extends farther southwestward
on land. So the fault kinematics appears to vary
significantly along the fault trace.
[29] Young fault scarps can be followed continu-
ously all along the fault but they are particularly
well exposed near the outlet of a submarine
valley over the Tekirdag Basin floor (see Figure 2).
The 3-D microbathymetry (Figure 8) reveals
an outstandingly sharp, linear break at the base of
a cumulative scarp about 10 m high, which may
have a similar origin as the cumulative scarps
described in the Central Basin. The morphologic
features of the sharp break are better appreciated
exactly where it crosses the valley outlet. There, the
flat bottom surface appears to have been recently
leveled (possibly by strong downward currents and
sediment transport along the channel), producing
an excellent marker for the last faulting events (see
profile, Figure 8b). Thus sedimentation rates here
are low, on average. The relatively uniform topog-
raphy along the fault trace implies that lateral slip
would not produce vertical scarps, so the vertical
offsets forming both the cumulative scarp and the
individual break must be associated with the com-
ponent of dip slip (normal faulting) that character-
izes the southern edge of the Tekirdag Basin, in
addition to strike-slip.
[30] The profile in Figure 8b shows a vertical free
face about 1–1.5 m high flanked by a talus slope to
the north and by an eroded scarp crest to the south.
Therefore the scarp associated with the last event
does not explain the total vertical offset of about
2–3 m observed for the originally flat surface. This
suggests that a previous event with similar throw
has contributed to the total offset.
[31] The scarp with intact morphology and the free
face are portrayed in the bottom imagery
(Figure 9a) in the same place as described by the
profile (Figure 8b). Locally the scarp appears in
overhanging attitude, which suggests a secondary
thrusting component. However, a close-up of the
free face reveals slickensides with a rake of 15
attesting to the prevailing right-lateral motion
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(Figure 9b). To be consistent with both the exposed
free face and the slickensides, a net oblique slip of
4–6 m is required for the last faulting increment
and about twice this amount to explain the total
vertical offset of the flat surface.
[32] Conspicuous zones of cold fluid and methane
seepage with associated bacterial mats, authigenic
carbonate crusts and symbiotic life were discov-
ered with the ROV in close spatial association with
the submarine fault scarps, suggesting that the
active fault zones control the fluid circulation
within the sedimentary pile. A full description of
these features is beyond the scope of this paper, but
we show here a spectacular example of an active
vent and associated features in the SE Tekirdag
Basin, along the same set of small-scale scarps
(Figure 9c; location in Figure 8).
[33] Vents and carbonate crusts appear broken and
offset by the most recent scarp reactivations, offer-
ing stratigraphic evidence useful for identifying
discrete events. Such a case is visible in Figure 9d,
where a young flat carbonate slab appears depos-
ited at the base of an older scarp (which is
locally very well preserved), but the carbonate slab
itself is ruptured parallel to the scarp by the last
scarp-enlarging event, providing ‘‘field’’ evidence
for a penultimate event which could be of similar
size as the last event. Thus converging evidence
(microbathymetry and ‘‘field’’ observations) in-
volve the occurrence of successive earthquake
ruptures of similar size on the SE Tekirdag fault.
The ruptures are young, but the last one (5 m of
right-lateral slip) that is preserved with its intact
tiny features must be particularly recent.
3.6. Thrust Scarps in the Southwestern
Tekirdag Basin at the Ganos Fault Bend
[34] The bend where the southern Tekirdag fault
system veers southwestward to meet the Ganos
fault is a long-lived restraining bend (Figure 1).
Since the NAF has propagated westward across the
Ganos-Dardanelles region (at circa 5 Ma), a series
of folds involving neogene sediments have formed
successively at the Ganos bend, then transported
southwestward alongside the NAF (Ganos fault) by
its continuing right-lateral motion [see Armijo et
al., 1999, Figure 3]. A discussion of the contem-
porary fault geometry and kinematics, including
details around the Ganos bend, is given by Armijo
et al. [2002] (see their Figure 5).
[35] The geometry of scarps at the submarine fault
bend in the southwestern Tekirdag Basin is illus-
trated in (Figures 10a and 10b). Fault segments
about 500–800 m long and striking NE on the
average are disposed in a regular right-stepping en
echelon array. Here again one can check the one-
to-one correspondence between scarp features seen
in the microbathymetry and in the side-scan sonar
images (Figures 10a and 10b). This can be made in
spite of the somewhat less precise positioning of
the side-scan strip. The NE-striking, right-stepping
en echelon structure associated with transpression
here can be compared with the NW-striking, left-
stepping en echelon structure of scarps in the
southern Central Basin associated with transtension
(see Figures 10a, 10b, 2, 4a, and 4b). The contrast
is meaningful, providing support to the inference of
a component of NW-SE shortening expressed by
northwestward directed thrusting as the south
Tekirdag fault veers into the Ganos retraining bend.
[36] Once more small-scale individual scarps tear-
ing a larger cumulative scarp are identified (see s1,
s2 in the side-scan enlargement). In some places
the en echelon structure yields multiple scarps in
cross section (profile 1, Figure 10c). In other places
only one fault scarp (s1) accumulates slip over the
long-term (profile 2, Figure 10c).
[37] Profile 1 demonstrates that the individual
scarps seen in the sonar imagery are associated
with larger scarps with convex shape. That con-
vexity is strongly suggestive of near seafloor up-
warping of the leading edges of the thrust hanging
walls. Those features are typical of active thrust
scarps seen on land [e.g., Bilham and Yu, 2000]. It
is interesting to compare microbathymetry profiles
of en echelon scarps at the same scale, here
for scarps with thrust component (profile 1 in
Figure 10c) and in the Central Basin for scarps
with normal fault component (Figure 4c). The
stepped morphology of normal fault scarps has
been replaced by rounded thrust up-warps. How-
ever, while the fine-scale features of individual
Figure 8. Morphology of combined strike- and normal-slip scarps in the southeastern Tekirdag Basin. (a) Oblique
3-D microbathymetry view of 10-m-high cumulative scarp and smaller individual break that is very linear and
continuous over the sea bottom. Contours every 0.5 m. Small red crosses locate detailed profile. Red arrows indicate
fault trace. (b) Enlarged profile across individual scarp with nearly vertical free face 1–1.5 m high. No vertical
exaggeration. Dashed line suggests cumulative offset of initially flat bottom surface, possibly resulting from last two
events. Location of active vent ‘‘Jack the smoker’’ is indicated.
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scarps are clear in the side-scan sonar image (see
enlargement), their expression in the corresponding
microbathymetry profile (profile 1) is not resolved.
This is possibly due to the steep local slopes at the
edge of the up-warps (much like the over steepened
slope for basal scarp s1 in Figure 4c). Thus within
the uncertainty associated with the steep slopes we
deduce a possible incremental throw of 0.5–1 m
for individual scarps s1 and s2 in profile 1. More
throw is probably involved in the up-warping.
[38] Profile 2 (Figure 10c) reveals a simpler more
localized structure, where a large up-warp encom-
passes the single cumulative scarp, near the base of
which a sharp individual fault scarp (s1) has
broken up to the seafloor. The large escarpment
there (10 high) appears to result from throw
accumulated during several scarp-forming events;
the last of them is indistinguishable from the
previous ones, but it may well involve a few meters
of throw.
Figure 9. Sea-bottom pictures of earthquake scarps in southeastern Tekirdag Basin. (a) Fresh scarp corresponding
to last event. Vertical free face 1–1.5 m high corresponds exactly to that seen in profile (Figure 8). Locally, the scarp
reveals a thrusting component. The free face exposes compacted layers of white-grayish muds and sands. Black
bacterial mats with small white shells and brown authigenic carbonates (broken slabs) are seen at scarp base.
Carbonate-cemented sediments and bacterial mats are also present on top of the scarp. View to SE. (b) Enlargement
(box in Figure 9a) shows slickensides with 15 rake substantiating dominant right-lateral motion and 4–6 m net slip
for last earthquake rupture. Salient white objects are bivalve shells. View to south. (c) Cold seeps, black bacterial
mats, authigenic carbonate slabs, and active vent along break. The vent (named ‘‘Jack the smoker’’ during the cruise,
location in Figure 8) is capped by white bacterial mat. Associated chemosynthesis-dependent macrofauna includes
various bivalves (abundant mytilids), echinidae, crustacea, etc. The 10-cm-long fish gives scale. View to south.
(d) Horizontal authigenic carbonate slab 10 cm thick appears associated with past seepage and venting (white yogurt
pot gives scale). The carbonate slab has been broken by last-earthquake rupture (right side, labeled red s1). Vertical
scarp to the left (1–1.5 m high, labeled red s2) remains probably from penultimate event. View to SW.
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[39] Visual exploration of the area shows that the
individual fault scarps are often marked by the
occurrence of black bacterial mats and by small
scarplets that are difficult to discriminate from the
over steepened basal slopes. Exceptionally the
occurrence of broken and offset authigenic carbon-
ate slabs along the fault trace allowed us to see
clear reactivation scarps about 0.5 m high. Those
breaks are morphologically very similar to breaks
across carbonates in the SE Tekirdag fault (see
Figure 9).
[40] In summary, the configuration of the recently
active scarps along the SW Tekirdag fault correlate
well with the locations of the scarps seen in the
side-scan sonar imagery; however, the distribution
of slip during the latest event is difficult to ascer-
tain. This difficulty seems associated with the
unfavorable geometry and morphology of thrust
faulting reaching the seafloor, which reveals sim-
ilarly complex as thrusts reaching the surface on
land. While more fragmentary, the observations of
very recent scarp reactivation here are as clear as
for the faults creating normal throw and compara-
ble seafloor relief described earlier in the Central
Basin. Hence the last scarp-forming earthquake
may have contributed an average incremental slip
comparable to that in scarps in the Central Basin
(2–4 m throw with lateral slip of same order). In
fact it seems very probable that the right-lateral slip
associated with the last earthquake here is similar
to that determined 15 km farther east along the
continuation of the same fault system (5 m).
4. Discussion
4.1. Submarine Earthquake Rupture in
NW Marmara and Its Possible Age
[41] The foregoing description demonstrates that a
set of youthful earthquake scarps occurs in the
western part of the northern Marmara fault system.
The fine-scale morphology of the submarine scarps
is very well preserved. The rupture appears con-
tinuous over 60 km between the Central Basin and
the Ganos bend, although it involves fault seg-
ments with different kinematics (transtension,
nearly pure strike-slip and transpression). The
right-lateral slip associated with the rupture is of
about 5 m in the SE Tekirdag fault and possibly 6 m
across the Western High. It may reach more than
2–4 m in the southern boundary fault of the
Central Basin pull-apart and in the SW Tekirdag
fault near the restraining Ganos bend. So, given its
length and associated slip the submarine rupture
must correspond to a large earthquake (M  7). To
the SW the rupture may be connected to the Ganos
fault on land. To the east the rupture terminates
along the southern edge of the Central Basin
extensional step-over where large normal fault slip
occurs (2–4 m throw). This feature is similar to the
normal faulting described at the western termina-
tion of the 12 November 1999 Duzce earthquake
rupture (Mw 7.2), at the southern edge of Eften
lake [Akyu¨z et al., 2002].
[42] The direct observations of submarine scarps in
Marmara establish clearly that the last large scarp-
forming earthquake ruptured a set of discrete seg-
ments limited to the western Sea of Marmara and
that the rupture was arrested at the Central Basin
step-over. There is no morphologic evidence for a
continuous rupture extending further east along the
whole submarine fault system. If the earthquake
sequence of the 18th century ruptured as a chain of
events crossing the entire Sea of Marmara, the
corresponding breaks have been mostly erased or
concealed.
[43] The age of the last earthquake break is difficult
to assess directly with dating approaches. However,
the rates of recent sedimentation of about 1–
2 mm/yr determined with 210Pb on shallow cores
taken with the ROV near the scarps [Schmidt et
al., 2004] suggest that the light sediment covering
the earthquake rupture (see Figures 5 and 9) could
Figure 10. Morphology of combined strike-slip and thrust scarps in the southwestern Tekirdag Basin. The
submarine fault system bends from E-W to NE strike near the junction with Ganos fault (Figure 1). The fault scarps
are in a clear right-stepping en echelon array. (a) Combined bathymetry (as in Figure 4). Microbathymetry has
contours each 1 m. Faults in red, with triangles pointing to inferred dip direction. (b) Corresponding side-scan sonar
image. Encircled close-up identifies sharp individual breaks s1 and s2 (compare with individual scarps in Figure 4b).
(c) Microbathymetry profiles. Profile 1 shows that the individual scarps are at the base of larger scarps with warped
morphology, suggesting shortening associated with a component of northeastward thrusting. Fault dips are
unknown, but they are probably steep to accommodate the strike-slip. Dashed fault is inferred from microbathymetry
only. Profile 2 shows a single cumulative scarp with convex shape. Individual scarp at its base (s1) is made of a
steep escarpment about 10 m high (largely a free face) and a similar height of sediment talus. Last scarp-forming
event may have contributed some meters of throw and right-lateral slip comparable to that observed farther east
(Figures 8 and 9).
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not be older than a century. The higher average
sedimentation rates (up to 3 mm/yr) determined
over the whole Holocene period with the 14C dates
of wood fragments in the long cores (see Figure 3)
also supports this inference.
[44] From the historical seismicity in the region
[Ambraseys and Finkel, 1995; Ambraseys and
Jackson, 2000], the large earthquakes of 1912 or
of August 1766 are the only ones that can be
considered consistent with the location, the rup-
ture length and the slip associated with the
described submarine break. However, only the
1912 event is consistent with the youthful mor-
phology and the fast sedimentation rates in Mar-
mara. Remains of ruptures of the 18th century
earthquakes would probably be less intact, less
continuous and largely concealed by sediments.
Regardless, there appears to be fragmentary evi-
dence for a penultimate event of similar size in
1766 on the SE Tekirdag fault, based on the
cumulative offsets recorded on the visible scarps
(Figures 8b and 9d). That hypothesis seems
quantitatively consistent with the pattern of inten-
sity values assigned for the 5 August 1766
earthquake [Parsons, 2004]. Our observations do
not provide support for the inference of seismic
quiescence over the last 500 years in the north-
west Sea of Marmara [Ambraseys and Jackson,
2000].
4.2. Previous Knowledge of the 1912
Earthquake
[45] The submarine rupture in the northwest Sea of
Marmara must be compared with the relevant
observations of the 1912 earthquake, which can
be summarized as follows.
[46] The 9 August 1912 Ganos earthquake pro-
duced widespread damage and considerable loss of
life. Surface disruptions along the Ganos fault were
described in contemporary reports as ‘‘cracks’’
[Macovei, 1912; Mihailovich, 1927; Sadi, 1912].
No fault rupture was reported as such, but pictures
of mole tracks and en echelon cracks clearly
suggest prevalent right-lateral slip [Ambraseys
and Finkel, 1987]. The significant normal slip of
3 m deduced by Ambraseys and Finkel [1987]
appears to be mostly a secondary effect. The littoral
to the southwest of where the Ganos fault enters
the Sea of Marmara appears to have been slightly
uplifted [Ambraseys and Finkel, 1987]. Such uplift
is consistent with the transpressive deformation
seen in submarine scarps in the southwestern
Tekirdag Basin.
[47] Various authors have offered different isoseis-
mal maps. The most recent and complete revision
of macroseismic effects (estimates of local inten-
sities reportedly within an error of ±1/2 degree of
intensity) has been proposed by Ambraseys and
Finkel [1987] and is based mainly on the precise
observations by Mihailovich [1927]. Their two
isoseismal maps can be compared in Figure 11.
Ambraseys and Finkel [1987] deduced that coseis-
mic faulting crossed all the land between the Gulf
of Saros and Marmara with a total rupture length
of 50 km. The rupture could well have extended
westward some 20–30 km into the Gulf of Saros.
It is worth noting that the macroseismic effects
(within estimated error) suggest that the rupture
may have extended several tens of kilometers
under the western Sea of Marmara although
without constraining precisely its termination
(Figure 11).
[48] Small tsunami waves suggesting a possible
submarine extension of the rupture are reported
along the shores of the Sea of Marmara at the time
of the 1912 event but quantification of the phe-
nomenon appears difficult [Mihailovich, 1927;
Ambraseys and Finkel, 1987, 1991]. No tide gauge
record is available. Part of the difficulty comes also
from the scarcity of precise reports for an event that
occurred by night (main shock at 01:29 UTH;
about 03:30 local time).
[49] An accurate instrumental location is not pos-
sible for the 1912 earthquake epicenter, due to the
primitiveness of seismic networks. However, a
reliable surface-wave magnitude Ms 7.4 ± 0.3
was calculated by Ambraseys and Finkel [1987]
from teleseismic amplitudes from 23 Milne pendu-
lum seismographs distributed worldwide and from
amplitudes and periods from 23 mechanical instru-
ments mainly from Europe. Hence the 1912 Ganos
and the Mw 7.4 1999 Izmit earthquakes are of
similar size. The 1912 earthquake was followed by
numerous aftershocks of which the largest occurred
a month later (Ms 6.9; 13 September 1912)
[Ambraseys and Finkel, 1987].
[50] On the basis of field investigations carried
out recently along the Ganos fault, Altunel et al.
[2000] and Altinok et al. [2003] claim that some
offset features associated with the 1912 event can
still be identified. Altinok et al. [2003] deduce a
maximum right-lateral slip of 4.5 m ± 0.5 m and
Altunel et al. [2004] describe a detailed coseismic
slip distribution along the Ganos fault and identify
three main segments. While the poor preservation
of the features may cause misidentifications
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and large uncertainties, the results appear reason-
able and consistent with the contemporary descrip-
tions by Mihailovich [1927]. The suggested
extension of the 1912 rupture into the Sea of
Marmara by Altinok et al. [2003] and Altunel et
al. [2004] is similarly reasonable but nonetheless
undetermined.
4.3. Assessment of the 1912 Earthquake
Rupture: Implications for Present-Day
Loading
[51] The submarine rupture in the northwest Sea of
Marmara documented here appears much better
preserved than the features attributed to the 1912
earthquake on land along the Ganos fault. Like
desert conditions in continents the submarine con-
ditions in the deep Marmara basins seem favorable
to the preservation of the fine morphological fea-
tures. Assuming our inference that the submarine
rupture corresponds to the 1912 earthquake is
correct, then the total length of the 1912 rupture
is at least 110 km and possibly up to 140 km if part
of the Saros Gulf has broken (Figure 11). The 1912
rupture would have crossed the restraining Ganos
bend.
[52] According to GPS-based models of the re-
gional motion the locking depth in the Northern
Sea of Marmara is shallow (6–7 km) [Meade et
al., 2002; Flerit et al., 2003; Le Pichon et al.,
2003]. This shallow depth is consistent with pull-
apart stretching of the crust in Marmara. However,
seismic activity in the North Marmara Basin
extends over the upper 15 km of the crust
[Gurbuz et al., 2000] and the locking depth in
land regions surrounding Marmara is about 18 km
[Meade et al., 2002; C¸akir et al., 2003; Wright et
al., 2001; O¨zalaybey et al., 2002; Bouchon et al.,
2002]. So the 1912 earthquake rupture may en-
compass regions with contrasting locking depths,
but apparently retaining everywhere significant
seismic coupling. Taking average slip of 3 m over
a fault plane 12 km wide and 140 km long gives
a seismic moment of Mo = 1.5 1020 N m
consistent with the instrumental surface-wave
magnitude (Ms 7.4). The contribution of the
submarine rupture (taking 7 km average fault
width and 5 m average slip) would have been
of the order of Mo = 0.6 1020 N m (equivalent of
an earthquake with Mw 7.2), or about 40% of the
total moment release.
[53] Hence the 1912 earthquake has probably re-
lieved significant strain in NW Marmara, in spite
of a possible shallow locking depth. A regional
Coulomb stress distribution can be calculated for
the region centered in the step-over between the
Figure 11. Possible rupture of 1912 Ganos earthquake (Ms 7.4). Proposed extent of rupture under Sea of Marmara
(60 km) is consistent with observed sea-bottom break and in agreement with published isoseismals. Rupture may
have reached a total length of 140 km. Isoseismals and direct observations by Mihailovich [1927] suggest that
damage was centered in Sea of Marmara. Data revision by Ambraseys and Finkel [1987] suggests the rupture was
restricted to the western Marmara region. Interpolations of isoseismals by Ambraseys and Finkel [1987] in the
unpopulated Sea of Marmara have been removed.
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Ganos and Izmit faults along the north branch of
the NAF (Figure 12).
[54] Our modeling includes the effects of the
secular tectonic loading as calculated from GPS
by Flerit et al. [2003]. Secular loading deduced by
Meade et al. [2002] and Le Pichon et al. [2003] is
kinematically inappropriate for this purpose as
discussed earlier. For simplicity no hypothesis is
made concerning the possible zones of rupture
associated with the large earthquakes of the 18th
century and so the secular tectonic loading is
imposed only after the end of the sequence (since
1766). After that, the calculations of contemporary
Coulomb stress for the step-over depend critically
on the stress relieve associated with the subsequent
three major earthquakes, which are the 1894
Yalova (M 7), the 1912 Ganos (Ms 7.4) and the
Figure 12. Coulomb modeling of stress on the North Marmara fault system. Tectonic loading is imposed since 1766
according to rates from Flerit et al. [2003]. Thus no assumption is made on the 18th century sequence. Since 1766 the
earthquakes significantly contributing to relieve stress are the 1894 Yalova (M 7), the 1912 Ganos (Ms 7.4), and the
1999 Izmit (Mw 7.4) events. Loading and earthquakes along southern the branch of the NAF have little influence on
the northern branch, so they are not represented for simplicity [Hubert-Ferrari et al., 2000]. (a) Model consistent with
the generally accepted idea that the 1912 earthquake rupture is limited to 50 km between Saros and Marmara
[Ambraseys and Finkel, 1987]. The 1894 earthquake has relieved stress in Cinarkik Basin, so there the submarine
fault system appears less loaded. (b) Model once the proposed 1912 submarine rupture is incorporated (total length
140 km). Elastic strain has been relieved in NW Marmara, and the zone loaded with high stresses WSW of Istanbul
has significantly reduced its length.
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1999 Izmit (Mw 7.4) earthquakes. Including the
smaller 1963 Cinarcik (Ms 6.4) earthquake in our
calculations does not change significantly the first-
order picture we discuss here.
[55] For the 1999 earthquake we take slip consis-
tent with results from the SAR interferometry as
discussed by C¸akir et al. [2003], which provide
good constraints for slip in the Izmit Gulf. For the
1894 earthquake we impose a rupture on the SW
Cinarcik fault consistent with intensity observa-
tions discussed by Parsons [2004] and with our
ROV observations. Then a model for the generally
accepted hypothesis that the 1912 Ganos earth-
quake rupture did not enter far into Marmara
[Ambraseys and Finkel, 1987, 1991; Hubert-
Ferrari et al., 2000; Ambraseys and Jackson,
2000] can be compared with a model incorporating
the 60-km-long submarine part of the rupture in
NW Marmara as discussed earlier (Figure 12).
[56] The consequences of this change are impor-
tant. The 1912 earthquake in NW Marmara is
assumed to leave that region with stress build-up
only since then, which corresponds to a little less
than 2 m of slip of the fault system at depth, at the
secular rate of 20 mm/yr [Flerit et al., 2003]. So
the slip deficit in the NW Marmara region is now
the same as the deficit in the Ganos fault on land,
despite possible differing rupture histories prior to
1912. However, the submarine rupture of 1912 can
be seen as discharging strain accumulated there for
at least 146 years, since the 5 August 1766 event.
[57] The eastern region between the Central Basin
and the 1999 Izmit rupture is about 100 km long,
including two joining fault segments with distinc-
tively different strike and kinematics, which make a
clear angle south of Istanbul (see Figures 1 and 2).
The NW-striking segment at the base of the large
escarpment to the NE of the Cinarcik Basin has a
significant component of normal slip whereas the
linear EW-striking segment connecting the Cinar-
cik Basin with the Central Basin has nearly pure
strike-slip [Armijo et al., 2002]. Another fault
segment with normal slip is to the SW of the
Cinarcik Basin. Thus three segments could break
during separate large earthquakes in the east Mar-
mara region, where strain is probably accumulating
since the 18th century sequence (1754 and 22 May
1766 events), possibly with significant discharge in
1894 (M7) and minor release in 1963 (Ms 6.4)
[Ambraseys and Jackson, 2000; Parsons, 2004].
By incorporating discharge due to the 1894 earth-
quake Coulomb stress has been reduced for faults
in the Cinarcik Basin. The slip deficit accumulated
since 1894 would probably not exceed 2 m in
Cinarcik. Thus only the 70-km-long strike-slip
segment between the Cinarcik and Central Basins
would be substantially loaded, corresponding to 4–
5 m of slip deficit, or more if this segment had not
ruptured since 1509 [Ambraseys and Jackson,
2000].
[58] Taking again a narrow fault width of 7 km and
the deduced slip deficits of 4–5 m and 2 m (for the
strike-slip central Marmara and the transtensional
Cinarcik segments) a total potential for a Mo = 0.8
1020 N m (Mw 7.2–7.3) earthquake can be de-
duced for the overall east Marmara region. The
separate contribution of a rupture with a compo-
nent of normal faulting in the Cinarcik Basin could
be as much as Mo = 0.2 1020 N m (or about Mw
6.8). The contribution of a strike-slip rupture of the
segment between the Cinarcik and Central Basins
would be Mo = 0.7 1020 N m (Mw 7.2). Other
combinations involving smaller subsegments are
possible. An example is the Ms 6.4 1963 earth-
quake, which probably has ruptured part of the NE
Cinarcik fault (Figures 1 and 2). A maximized fault
width of 10 km would increase to Mw 7.3–7.4 the
maximum magnitude of an earthquake rupturing
the overall east Marmara region.
[59] The hypothesis of a future large-magnitude
earthquake (Mw 7.6–7.7) with a 175-km-long
throughgoing rupture across Marmara has been
put forward insistently in recent years [Le Pichon
et al., 1999, 2003; Sengo¨r et al., 2004]. Nothing in
the scarp evidence described here or in the histor-
ical seismicity analyzed by Ambraseys and Finkel
[1991], Ambraseys and Jackson [2000], and
Parsons [2004] appears to support a past rupture
of that nature. The possible slip deficits and the
Coulomb stress modeling do not favor full rupture
of the segmented fault system during a future
event either. While it is impossible to rule-out such
event, it appears less probable than the alternatives
discussed earlier.
5. Conclusions
[60] The new geomorphologic and geologic evi-
dence allows an accurate description of active
submarine faults in the Sea of Marmara, next to
Istanbul. Those faults exhibit earthquake scarps
associated with recent historic events. The quality
and dense coverage of observations using comple-
mentary high-resolution sensors (bathymetry and
shallow penetration profiling), sediment cores and
14C ages are comparable to the best standards in
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studies of active faults on land. Some major con-
clusions are:
[61] 1. The 14C-calibrated ages constrain the evo-
lution of the morphology and the shallow subbot-
tom stratigraphy during the last Glacial-Interglacial
transition including a sharp change after 14 ka
from lake to marine conditions in Marmara. The
submarine scarps in the northern Sea of Marmara
floor have formed by accumulation of earthquake
slip under competing tectonic, erosion and sedi-
mentation processes subject to climatic change.
The visible fault scarps in the seafloor have
emerged progressively after the occurrence of
catastrophic sedimentary events associated with
deglaciation.
[62] 2. Sedimentation rates in the deep pull-apart
basins are fast (1–3 mm/yr), but they do not keep
up with even faster fault rates and associated
subsidence that create the deep bathymetric sinks.
The normal faulting throw rates are up to 6 mm/yr
at pull-apart margins. Throw and right-lateral slip
rates deduced from the scarp evidence are consis-
tent with rates deduced at larger scale from geology
and GPS.
[63] 3. The geometry of submarine scarps in Mar-
mara requires a combination of strike-slip and
normal faulting consistent with the segmentation
of the pull-apart fault system defined with bathym-
etry [Armijo et al., 2002] and multichannel seis-
mics [Hirn et al., 2003]. Accordingly earthquake
scarps have formed mostly under transtension and
strike-slip conditions, but transpression scarps have
formed at the restraining Ganos bend.
[64] 4. The submarine earthquake scarps found in
Marmara are in very good state of preservation in
spite of the fast sedimentation rates. The last
earthquake scarps rupturing the north Marmara
fault system are discrete events, not breaking
continuously the large extensional step-over be-
tween the Ganos fault and the Izmit fault. So the
direct observations of submarine scarps in Mar-
mara help defining the barriers that have arrested
past earthquake ruptures as well as defining the
possible segmentation of the contemporary state of
loading.
[65] 5. Stunning youthful earthquake scarps extend
offshore from these two faults into the Sea of
Marmara. One enters a modest distance into the
Cinarcik Basin and is readily attributed to the
eastward extension of the 17 August 1999 Izmit
(Mw 7.4) earthquake [C¸akir et al., 2003]. The
other cuts a significant length in the Tekirdag
Basin, the Western High and the Central Basin. It
is the key discovery discussed in this paper.
[66] 6. Two other fault breaks are apparent at the
normal fault edges of the Cinarcik Basin. A small
fresh break 20–30 km long is identified in the NE
Cinarcik Basin fault and correlated tentatively with
the 18 October 1963 (Ms 6.4) earthquake. The
large fault (50 km long) recognized at the southern
edge of the Cinarkik Basin has at its base scarps
with over-steepened slopes suggesting it may
have ruptured during the 10 July 1894 (M7)
earthquake.
[67] 7. The submarine earthquake rupture in NW
Marmara is exceptionally well preserved over
60 km. Studying its fine-scale morphology allows
us to determine a right-lateral slip of 5 m associated
with the last scarp-forming event. Normal throw of
up to 2–4 m characterizes the eastern end of the
rupture in the Central Basin extensional step-over,
which thus appears to have arrested the rupture.
The fast sedimentation rates in the deep Marmara
basins strongly suggest that this youthful rupture is
associated with the 9 August 1912 (Ms 7.4) earth-
quake. Evidence for a more concealed scarp asso-
ciated with a large penultimate event in the same
submarine region could correspond to rupture of
the 5 August 1766 (M7.4) earthquake.
[68] 8. Thus the Ms 7.4 1912 Ganos earthquake
has probably ruptured fault segments on the two
sides of the Ganos restraining bend, from the Gulf
of Saros to the Central Basin in Marmara, over a
total length of about 140 km, not 50 km as
previously thought [Ambraseys and Finkel,
1987]. The scarp evidence is consistent with mac-
roseismic observations and published isoseismals
[Mihailovich, 1927; Ambraseys and Finkel, 1987].
Unsurprisingly the Ms 7.4 Ganos earthquake
appears to have similar rupture length as the Mw
7.4 Izmit earthquake. The consequences when
estimating the contemporary state of loading in
the region are very important.
[69] 9. Coulomb stress modeling incorporating the
new submarine scarp evidence shows that the
discharge associated with the 1912 rupture may
have significantly reduced the length of the zone
with high stresses in NW Marmara, while the 1894
rupture has probably reduced stresses in the eastern
Cinarcik Basin. Maximum contemporary loading
with at least 4–5 m of slip deficit would occur at
the strike-slip segment 70 km long between the
Cinarcik and Central Basins, which may have not
ruptured since the 18th century earthquake se-
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quence. The probable rupture of that segment
alone would represent a seismic moment of Mo =
7 1019 N m (Mw = 7.2). Adding simultaneous
rupture of the Cinarcik segment would give a total
moment of Mo = 0.8 1020 N m (Mw = 7.2–7.3) for
the overall east Marmara region. Scenarios with
events involving separate segments are plausible.
Maximized events with much longer rupture across
the Sea of Marmara appear less probable.
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